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Background: Calcitonin measurement is pivotal in the management of medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC), but several pitfalls can 
affect its reliability. Other potential markers have been proposed, and procalcitonin (ProCT) has been reported as promising. The 
present study was undertaken to summarize the published data and provide more robust estimates on the reliability of ProCT as 
marker in the management of patients with MTC. 
Methods: The systematic review was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. The sources comprised studies published through May 2018. Original articles that reported series of 
MTC patients undergone ProCT during postoperative follow-up were searched. A random-effects model was used for statistical 
pooling of the data. The I 2 index was used to quantify the consistency among the studies. The Egger test evaluated the possible pres-
ence of significant publication bias. Quality assessment of the studies was performed according to Quality Assessment of Diagnostic 
Accuracy Studies 2 (QUADAS-2).
Results: According to inclusion and exclusion criteria five papers, reporting 296 MTC patients undergone ProCT evaluation, were 
finally selected. The number of MTC with recurrence was 140. The pooled sensitivity of ProCT in detecting recurrence was 96% 
(95% confidence interval [CI], 92% to 99%), with neither heterogeneity (I 2=0%) nor publication bias (Egger test, 3.16; P=0.99). 
The pooled specificity was 96% (95% CI, 87% to 100%) with mild heterogeneity (I 2=66.6%), while Egger test was not calculable.
Conclusion: The present meta-analysis provides evidence that ProCT is reliable to manage MTC patients during their postoperative 
follow-up. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC) accounts for up to 5% of 
thyroid cancers, four in five cases occur as a sporadic and the 
remaining 20% are part of familial disorders [1]. The detection 
of MTC still represents a challenge and not infrequently MTC 
is only diagnosed histologically after surgery done for nodular 
goiter. This is due to several reasons [2-4]. In particular, several 

technical pitfalls can affect the measurement of serum calcitonin 
(CT) which represents the main presurgical and postoperative 
serum marker of MTC [4]; no fixed CT thresholds to diagnose 
and exclude MTC are available and non-specific increase of CT 
in several non-thyroidal conditions may exist [1]; MTC with 
undetectable CT is rarely reported [5]. Thus, further markers are 
advocated to better manage MTC cases before and after their 
initial treatment [1].
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Recently, the measurement of procalcitonin (ProCT), a 
116-aminoacids peptide product by thyroid C-cells as the pre-
cursor of CT, has been used in the management of MTC with 
good preliminary results [6]. ProCT is a very stable protein fea-
turing a concentration-independent in vivo half-life of 20 to 24 
hours [5]. The intellectual property for commercial PCT assays 
is licensed out by a single company, and therefore, commercial-
ly available assays are quite identical and well comparable. 
Also, sample for ProCT does not need to be kept cool on ice 
during the entire process chain. These characteristics give 
ProCT great potential to become a marker to manage MTC pa-
tients for clinical practice. However, while a systematic review 
was published in the past [6], no meta-analyses have been re-
ported to better assess the reliability of ProCT in the identifica-
tion of recurrent cancers and disease-free cases. This might rep-
resent a limitation for a larger diffusion of ProCT use. 

Aim of the present systematic review and meta-analysis was 
to obtain more robust evidence in the performance of ProCT to 
detect recurrent MTC (hereafter REC) and identify MTC pa-
tients with no evidence of disease (NED). Based on the avail-
able data we also performed a meta-analysis of sensitivity and 
specificity of ProCT in this setting. 

METHODS 

Conduct of the systematic review
The present systematic review was conducted in accordance 
with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [7]; the PRISMA check-
list can be found as Supplemental Table S1. 

Ethical approval
This article does not contain examinations performed on human 
participants. Then, ethical approval was not necessary.

Search strategy
A comprehensive literature search of the PubMed/MEDLINE 
and Scopus databases was conducted. Initially, we searched the 
largest possible number of papers reporting the use of ProCT in 
MTC. Then, we searched for studies evaluating the accuracy of 
ProCT during the postoperative follow-up of MTC. The initial 
search algorithm comprised the following terms: thyroid, procal-
citonin, thyroid nodule (MeSH), and “Thyroid cancer, medul-
lary” (supplementary concept). A beginning date limit was not 
used, the search extended through May, 2018, and no language 
restriction was used. To identify additional studies and expand 

our search, the references of the retrieved articles were screened. 

Study selection
Original articles that investigated ProCT during follow-up of 
patients treated for MTC were eligible for inclusion. The main 
exclusion criteria were articles that did not provide clear study 
characteristics and reports with overlapping patient data. The 
two authors independently reviewed the titles and abstracts of 
the retrieved articles, applying the inclusion and exclusion crite-
ria. Then, the two researchers independently reviewed the full 
text of the remaining articles to determine whether they were 
suitable for inclusion. Discordances were resolved by consensus 
between the authors.

Data extraction
For each study that was included, information was extracted 
concerning the study itself (such as authors, year of publication, 
journal, and country of origin), the overall number of MTC un-
dergone ProCT evaluation during follow-up, the number of 
REC and NED, and the rate true/false positive and true/false 
negative cases at ProCT test.

Statistical analysis
For statistical pooling of the data, the DerSimonian and Laird [8] 
method (a random-effects model) was used. In this model, 
pooled data represent weighted averages related to the sample 
size of the individual studies. The fixed-effects model was used. 
Pooled data were presented with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) 
and displayed using a forest plot. I 2 index was used to quantify 
the heterogeneity among the studies, and a significant heteroge-
neity was defined as an I 2 value >50% [9]. Egger test was car-
ried out to evaluate the possible presence of a significant publi-
cation bias [10]. Statistical significance was set at P<0.01. All 
analyses were performed using the StatsDirect statistical soft-
ware version (StatsDirect Ltd., Altrincham, UK). Quality assess-
ment was performed by the two authors according to Quality As-
sessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2 (QUADAS-2) [11].

RESULTS

Eligible articles
The comprehensive computer-based literature search yielded 
102 articles, of which some duplicates. From which a review of 
titles, abstracts, and full texts, 84 articles were excluded. Eight 
articles were initially eligible for the meta-analysis, and their 
full text was evaluated [12-19]. Two articles were excluded due 
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to not available data [12], and because they used a not commer-
cialized ProCT test, different from that of the other articles [13]. 
Among the remaining six studies, one was excluded for over-
lapping data [16], five were finally included in the meta-analysis 
[14,15,17-19]. Fig. 1 details the flowchart of article selection.

Qualitative analysis
The most relevant paper was published by Algeciras-Schimnich 
et al. [14] who collected a series of 131 MTC patients of whom 
43 REC and 42 NED, and ProCT >0.15 ng/mL in 42/43 REC 
and <0.15 ng/mL in 42/42 NED. Among these patients, those 
with stable disease during follow-up had the lowest ProCT lev-
els. Kratzsch et al. [18] compared ProCT to several CT assays 
in different groups of patients with hypercalcitoninemia, includ-
ing also recurrent/persistent MTC, and ProCT had the highest 
diagnostic sensitivity for REC MTC. One paper from Poland 
recorded 87% specificity and 100% sensitivity [15]. A study by 
Walter et al. [17] evaluated 69 REC MTC patients and found 
that ProCT was detectable in 67/69. In the most recently pub-

Table 1. Original Articles Included in the Meta-Analysis

Study Country Cut-off
MTC cases undergone 

ProCT evaluation 
during follow-up

REC NED ProCT 
sensitivity

ProCT 
specificity

Algeciras-Schimnich et al. (2009) [14] USA >0.15a 133b 43 42 97.7 100

Kaczka et al. (2010) [15] Poland >0.06 29 6 23 100 87

Walter et al. (2010) [17] Switzerland- Netherlands >0.06 69 69 NA 97.1 NA

Kratzsch et al. (2011) [18] Germany >0.06 10 10 NA 100 NA

Trimboli et al. (2018) [19] Switzerland-Italy >0.32a 55 12 43 91.7 97.7

Total 296 140 108

MTC, medullary thyroid carcinoma; ProCT, procalcitonin; REC, recurrent MTC; NED, no evidence of disease; NA, not available. 
aReceiver operating characteristic derived cut-off; bThis group included 8 newly diagnosed MTC, 40 MTC with postoperative detectable and stable cal-
citonin levels (assessed as stable disease), and 43 MTC with proved structural disease (REC disease). 

Table 2. Quality Assessment of the Studies According to QUADAS-2

Study
Risk of bias Feasibility

Patient 
selection Study test Reference 

standard Timing Patient 
selection Study test Reference 

standard Timing

Algeciras-Schimnich et al. (2009) [14] L L L L L L L L

Kaczka et al. (2010) [15] U L U H H L L L

Walter et al. (2010) [17] H L L H H L L L

Kratzsch et al. (2011) [18] U L L L L L L L

Trimboli et al. (2018) [19] U L U L L L L L

QUADAS-2, Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2; L, low risk of bias; U, unclear risk of bias; H, high risk of bias.

Fig. 1. Flow-chart of search and selection of papers. ProCT, procal-
citonin; MTC, medullary thyroid carcinoma.

102 Studies retrieved

1 Excluded for overlapping data

2 Excluded due to different lab test

10 Duplicates excluded

84 Studies excluded:
6 Reporting ProCT for the diagnosis 

of MTC before surgery
78 Studies not in the field of interest 

of the review

92 Studies screened

6 Studies eligible

8 Studies included for the
systematic review

5 Studies finally included for
the meta-analysis
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lished paper [19], ProCT showed good performance detecting 
11/12 REC and identifying 42/43 NED. Table 1 illustrates the 
results of the included papers. Quality assessment is reported in 
Table 2. 

Quantitative analysis (meta-analysis)
At final follow-up, the total number of MTC with proven recur-
rence was 140. The pooled sensitivity of ProCT in detecting 
REC was 96% (95% CI, 92% to 99%), ranging from 92% to 
100% (Fig. 2). This finding showed complete absence of het-
erogeneity (I 2=0%; 95% CI, 0% to 64.1%). Also, no publica-
tion bias was found (Egger test, 3.16; 95% CI, –1.13 to 1.13; 
P=0.99).

The number of MTC patients classified as NED in the articles 
was 108 in three papers because two papers did not report NED 
MTC cases [17,18]. The pooled specificity was 96% (95% CI, 
87% to 100%) ranging from 87% to 100% (Fig. 3). This result 
was affected by mild heterogeneity (I 2=66.6%; 95% CI, 0% to 
88.3%), and Egger test was not calculable. 

DISCUSSION

Traditionally, MTC patients are treated by thyroidectomy and 
central (with or without lateral) neck-dissection, and after sur-
gery CT is the pivotal tumor marker. However, several limits af-
fect CT accuracy. High CT might be observed in C-cell hyper-
plasia, non-thyroidal neoplasia (neuroendocrine tumors, leuke-
mias, systemic mastocytosis, small cell lung, breast and pancre-
atic cancer) renal failure, endocrine disfunctions (hyperparathy-
roidism, autoimmune thyroiditis), and physiologic conditions 
(pregnancy, lactation, neonatal period) [20-25]. Also, CT is de-
termined by several analytical tests with different immunoreac-
tive isoforms and fragments which leads to poor comparability 
of results [26-29]. In addition, even if CT stimulation may im-
prove its reliability, there is high variability of results from dif-
ferent articles in different populations. For all these reasons, the 
management of MTC in clinical practice may hide some pit-
falls. In example, some MTC patients show a persistent bio-
chemical disease (i.e., detectable CT and absence of proven 

Fig. 2. Pooled sensitivity of procalcitonin in detecting REC MTC (random effect). REC, recurrent MTC; MTC, medullary thyroid carcino-
ma; CI, confidence interval.
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Trimboli et al. (2018) [19]
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Fig. 3. Pooled specificity of procalcitonin in identifying NED MTC (random effect). NED, no evidence of disease; MTC, medullary thyroid 
carcinoma; CI, confidence interval.
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structural disease). In these cases, international guidelines, due 
to the lack of evidence on CT determination and because of the 
precision of imaging tools, recommend to not use imaging in 
presence of CT below 150 pg/mL and do not specify reference 
ranges of stimulated serum CT to be adopted [1]. Thus, other 
MTC serum markers have been proposed, and ProCT has ap-
peared as promising [6]. Interesting papers evaluated the role of 
ProCT in terms of prognosis and diagnosis of MTC with en-
couraging findings [30,31]. However, further studies are needed 
to reach evidence on its potential use for the initial assessment 
of MTC. 

In the present systematic review, we found papers describing 
MTC patients undergone ProCT during their postoperative fol-
low-up and clinically assessed as REC or NED after adequate 
follow-up over time. Of high relevance, very high sensitivity of 
ProCT was found to detect recurrent/persistent disease and this 
finding represents a significant proof that ProCT can be used to 
detect persistent/recurrent disease. Also, specificity of ProCT in 
identifying NED MTC was high; however, due to the lack of 
data in some papers, this was calculated on a pooled series from 
only three papers. Both findings should indicate that ProCT per-
formance in managing MTC patients after their initial treatment 
is excellent. Some of these studies suggested that ProCT should 
be used in combination to CT, especially in patients with mild 
to moderate increase of CT levels or those with inconsistent or 
fluctuating CT levels [14,18,19]. In particular, in the study by 
Algeciras-Schimnich et al. [14], there were 91 MTC (eight 
newly diagnosed MTC, 40 MTC with detectable stable postop-
erative CT, and 43 MTC with structural recurrence), both CT 
and ProCT detected 83 of these 91, there were seven cases 
missed by CT and other seven missed by ProCT but one case 
was missed by both tests. All in all, the combined use of CT and 
ProCT reached a sensitivity of 98.9% (90/91 cases). Following 
the present results, MTC patients should be followed up over 
time by the combined evaluation of ProCT and CT. 

As a limitation for the use of ProCT in MTC patients, we 
have to consider that severe inflammations, such as sepsis, may 
cause elevations of ProCT by tissues that do not normally tran-
scribe the CT gene [32]. One study showed that ProCT can be 
used for monitoring sepsis in a patient affected by MTC [33]. 
On the other hand, whether common bacterial infections pose 
difficulties in the interpretation of ProCT levels from MTC pa-
tients is still to be proven. 

Limitations and strengths of the present review have to be 
discussed. First, the final number of MTC cases included in the 
meta-analysis is suboptimal and a larger number would be de-

sirable. Second, while the pooled sensitivity was statistically 
very strong (and was calculated in true REC patients), the 
pooled specificity was good but was calculated in only three ar-
ticles. Third, the included papers reported different ProCT 
thresholds (receiver operating characteristic [ROC] derived or 
not), and this could introduce a significant bias for both sensitiv-
ity and specificity; unfortunately, original data were not avail-
able for each paper precluding a cumulative ROC curve analy-
sis. Forth, all papers used the same assay, and this represents a 
significant strength. Fifth, the selected papers mainly refer to 
sporadic MTC and cannot be directly translated to patients car-
rying hereditary MTC. 

In conclusion, the present meta-analysis was obtained select-
ing papers designed to assess REC and NED MTC patients. Im-
portantly, these studies adopted ProCT assays employing the 
same commercially available assay and were conducted accord-
ing to a state-of-the-art work-up protocol. The herein recorded 
pooled sensitivity and specificity of ProCT in detecting REC 
and NED cases were very high and this forms an evidence that 
ProCT can be used to manage these patients. Further studies us-
ing ProCT in combination to CT are needed. 
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